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THEMARGINALIZED.
EAST-INDIAN
ANDTHEECONOMY
OF
DIFFERENCE
IN.LOVELACE'S
THEDRAGONCAN'TDANCE.
.Masood Ashraf Raja
ABSTRACT

this study applies Pierre Bourdieu's concepts of habitus and
symbolic c.~pital, in order to present the difficulties and the
possibilities for irtter-ethnical communication in Earl Lovelace's
novel, The Dragon Can't Dance. The author suggests that the
lack of commu~cation between the East Indian, Pariag, and
the Afro-'Irinidadian population of Calvazy Hill is the result
not only of racial differences, but also of competing economies,
particularly the opposition of symbolic vs. material capital._If we
·consider this novel ~s a reflection of1:'rinidadian reality, we can
conclude· that to improve the inter-communal communication,
both parties will have to ·overcome their respective "native field"
mentalities, in order to find a common ground in their past
hope for the future. As the
mythologies; and eventually some __
attempt to establish the dialog between Pariag and Aldrick fails,
through these two characters the novel explores nonetheless
the possibilities of attaining the intercultural communication.
through a very much needed translation of a shared culture.

Keywords: Lovelace, Caribbean novel, Dragon, symbolic capital, East-Indian, postcolonial
RESUMEN

CaribbeanStudies

Utilizando las conceptos de Pierre Bourdieu de habitus y capital
simb6Iico, este articulo discute los problemas y las posibilidades
de la comunicaci6n inter-etnica en la novela The Dragon Can't
Dance escrita. por Earl Lovelace. En esta discusi6n el au tor
sugiere que .Ia falta de comunicaci6n entre el Indio del Este
(East lndiaTJ,)Pariag y los. habitantes africanos-trinidenses de
Calvary Hill no solamente se debe a las diferendas raciales pero
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tambien es causada .por las economias competentes de diferencia: la simb6Iica y la material. Al leer la novela coma narraci6n ·
de la naci6n trin.idense, el autor concluye que.para m~jorar la
comunicaci6n inter-comunal, ambas partes tendran que superar
las 16gicas de sus campos nativos para encontrar un ierritorio
comu_n en sus mitologfas del pasado y· esperanza mutua para
el futuro. Por lo tanto, mientras. en la narrativa de la novela, el
. intento de crear. ese tipo de dialogo entre Paria'g y. Aldrick. falla,
la novela tambien, a traves de estos 4o~.personajes, explora las
posibilidades de una tiaducci6n,cultural com(m necesaria para
lograr tal conversaci6n intercultural.
Palabras clave: Lov~lace, novela caribefta, Dragon, capital
simb6lico, Indio del Este (East Indian), postcolonial
RESUME

En reprenant les concepts de habitus et de «capital symbolique»
de Pierre Bourdieu,' dans cet article nous discutons les_problemes et les possibHites de communication i~ter-ethnique dans le
roman d'Earl Lovelace, The Dragon Can't Dance.. Nous av.an~ons
que· le manque de communication entre P~ag, l'Indien,.et les
habitants Afro-trinidadiens de Calvary Hill, est du non seulement aux differences r~iales entre ·1es.personnages, mais ega.lement ades economies concurrentes, en l'occurrence le ~apital
symbolique et le materiel. En l}sant ce .roman c;omme un recit
representatif de 'Ilinidad, nous concluons que, pour am~liorer la
coajmunication inter-communautaire, les deux parties devront
surmonter la log!que de leur~ respectifs champs. «natifs», afin
de trouver un terrain d'entente-peut-et:re
clans leurs propres
mythologies-et: enfin un espoir poir l'avenir. Alors que dans
le recit la tentative d'etablir le dialogue entre· Pa~iag et AJdrick
echmie, a travers ces .deux, perso'nnage:S le roman explore les
possibilites de traduire la culture commune, etape inrlispensable
ala reussite de la communication interculturelle.
que, Indien (East Indian); postcolonial

Mots-cles: Lovelace, r~man antillais, dragon~ capital symboliReceived: 28 July 2Q05. Revision received: 22 May 2006. Accepted:
24May2006.
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order of the colonial .and postcolo-

t_is .in the page~ of a novel, suggests .Benedict Anderson
.(1993), that "we see the 'national imagination' at work
in the movement of a solitary hero through a sociological 'landscape of a fixity that fuses the world inside the novel
with the world outside" (p. 30). This method of representing a
national reality along with the newspapers forms the basis _of
Anderson's theorization of the nation as an "imagined community" (1993:7). ·
.
.
This neat definition of the nation as imagii:ied community fails
to explain the inh_erent complexities of most of the Caribbean
nation..:states. Earl Lovelace's The Dragon Can't Dance, I suggest,
is a good example of an attempt at representing the particularities
of'Irinidadian national culture. In his fictional.community of Calvary Hill, through the interaction between Pariag the East-Indian.
and. the.African-Creole community of the Hill/Yard, Earl Lovelace
stages the class,-specific dilemmas of a typical Caribbean urban
. landscape in which' the neat assumption of nation as imagined is
complicated by unresolved_coloniallegacies of class, race, gender,
and ethnicity. Thfa paper aims to focus specifically on Pariag's
negotiation of the Calva1yHill culture in order to locate· the causes
of failure and possibilities of success of the urban lateral alliances
in.the postcolonial Trinidadian national landscape .
In most metropolitan works about the cultural production
of the Caribbean, the Carnival Studies is the privjJeged mode of
engaging with the Caribbean texts. By_Carnival Studies I mean·
the general critical emphasis on carnival as an anti-establishment
strategy of popular resistance. In such an approach, the acts of
native agency are retrieved through the mass enactment of public
ri t1,rnlsagainst the established

nial state. Such an·approach, suggests Shalini Puri (2003),

.........

C:truliAr

does not engage the structuringtensionbetween reputation and
respectability, between mass performance of transgression and
mass desires of p.cceptance and assimilation, between popular
desir~s for work and popular celebration of respite from its
exploitative. conditions. (p. 23)
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major·groups

ine.dnation, .foregrounds an important yet neglected problem of
Shalini Puri is suggesting here that in reading carnival as ma,ss
the postcolonial Caribbean nation-state: the presen.ce of.multiple
resistance the local·' di~erences and tp.e possibilities of political
marginalized other~ within the Caribbean national landscape. It is
resistari~e are effaced and replaced by an aestheticized politics of
this important aspect of the novel and the Caribbean postcolonial
transgres_sion. She also suggests: "It "isfurther possib~e:that car-.
nation-state that.forms the main focus of this brief essay.
nival trains the public in politics of irony in which radical knowlThe novel is set in Calvary Hill, a Trinidadian Urban ghetto
edge may be yoked to conservative action" (2003:27). Certainly,
with a predomip.antly African-C~eole population. On the whole
here Pu.ri is complicating the idea of carnival as a transgressive
the novel captures the life of its protagonist, Aldrick, who is
political strategy by pointing out its gendered, religious, and racic!-1
performance a~ the dragon during the a~ual car~
. fanious for
nature and that a mass performance of transgression does not
nival. The othe~ major African-Creole characters include Miss
by itself treate lateral class solidarities ne~ded to· challenge the
Cleothilda, the richest woman in the Yard, Guy, the rent-colexploitative drive of global capital. In fact, such a depoliticization
lector, aµd Fi.sheye, ·the neighborhood tough-guy. The only two.
Qf native resistance increases the chances of their exploitation
Indo-'frinidadian inhabitants of the yard are Pariag and· his wife
at the hands of their national-elite and the forces of neoliberal
Dolly. While Pariag's negotiation of this particular-iii-ban space
globalization.
.} happens to be the main focus of my inquiry, I will, of course, also
With such an .emphasis on mass transgression-,-of which
:;.::.
f:Pincorporate Aldrick and other characters from the novel in my
carnival is a p~ime example-The Dragon Can't Dance becomes .
\, ;?discussion.
·
·
:
.
. an ideal text for the so-called Carnival Studies: its-main cbarac:·.~
{.
In a w~y The Dragon Can't Dance _enacts, throdgh its juxtathe carnival and the novel
ter-Aldrick-is
the prime attraction
G"?:
position of Par~ag and the novel's African-Creole characters,
climaxes at the public performance of annual carnival. ·Becaus.e
\ } th~ specific politics of two major competing identities: the Afroof 'this emphasis on the Carnival, the other important aspects of
L
:.{·'frini.oadia.nsand the "Indo-11-inidadians" (Birbalsingh 1997:xii). ·
the novel are either elided' or dealt within the Umited domain of
(\ The11ovel,however, because of its specific urban setting does not·
identity politics. ff is also a known fact that in theorizing a.bout
{.t{
.portray the real ethnic divide in Toni.dad, where the East-Indians
the marginalized communities, the chances of romanticizing' the
';:~·.:'./(almost
form a majority (Birbalsing 1997:x). One must keep in
marginal in opposition to its domina:pt other are quite high. In ,.,·
mind this important aspect of the 11-inidadian communal divide:
such an approach to the works of the Caribbean, the. inner divi?-\)t.is the urban gl;ietto setting of the novel that represents the Indo- ·
sions of the marginal communities are silenced in order to build
'{·~~~Ttinidadian
as minority, and it should not be read as ·anemblem
solic;Iarityiri the mere performance of mass transgression of c;ar- ,,-~,
·{(pf actual .ethnic make.-up of the Trinidadian nation-state. Also
nivai. But the lived experiences of these marginalized subjl?cts
(JJmportant ~o note is the historical claims of the t\yo
involve a struggle of. assimilation, of throwing "the bridge across" ..·\j,
C/in retrieving their particular myths of authenticity: 1n the case
(Bakhtin 1,994:58)to the others, in some Caseshoping to assimilate
{·/~of
African-Creoles the co~on
he~itage of slavery serves as the
not jnst to the dominant order but to seek the gift of Self within
main.signifier of authenticity. For the· Indo-llinidadians, despite
the marginalized
community itself. It is this tensiOn between.
the . ;;.:.,.J,.
.
•
r;} their late entry into the Caribbean colonial system, patient labor
·,r~·
East-Indian and Creole inhabitants of an urban slum that forms :··:;,{~
aod ind ustry constitute the main legitimating myth. According to
an important aspect of Lovelace's The DragonCan't Dance. In his
f:::,i:·I. M.Cumpston (1956)"The Indians were introduced into British
novel, Lovelace, instead of giving
us the neat fixity of the imag-· -·~
·:tl,
.
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colonies after 1834 in order to m~et the shortage .of agricultural
labour resulting from the abolition of slavery" (p. 158). Hence, (b~
.entry of the Inda-Caribbean into the Caribbean colonized space
is inextricably linked with the slaves whose labor they replace~ as
indentured laboi;ers.
Pariag's encounter .with the Africa.n-Creole inhabitants of
· Calvary Hill is certainly a staged encounter between the represen. tatives of two rival groups of the Trinidadian national d!vide, One
can certainly read in this multi-eth~ic encounter the postcolonial
tensions between the "Afro-centric" '(Birbalsingh 1997:x) view of
the nation and the Indo-Trinidadia.n's plac~ in· it .. Pariag's entry
· into the heart of the African-Creole culture-the Urban ghetto
,that spawns the major Trinidadian. cultural markers of carnival
and calypso---can be clearly read:-as a staged encounter. aimed
to enact the possibilities and dilemmas of such inter-group communication.
Lovelace's treatment -of this ethnic divide of the 'Irinidadian
nation-state has received quite lq.t of critical. attention,,: and it
will be apt to. touch upon some of these important readings of 11w
Drtigr;mCan't Dance. In Kenneth Ra~chand's (1988) views "The
Dragon Can.'t Dance erodes the contrast betw~en the practitioners
·of the philosophy of non-possession and those who quietly engage
in the accumulation of economic strength" (p. 9). In such an explanation Pariag represents the philosophy of capital accumulation
and Aldnck a believer of non-possessiop. He.nee, according to.
Kenneth Ramchand, in the end "if Lovelace's resolution ·of the
relationship ..between Aldrick and Pa:dag seems insufficient, the
reason might well be in the aµthor~s sense that ther~ is more of
the self to be found, before the Indian and African dare .to expose
themselves to each other" (p. 14). This is quite an apt conclusion,·
but it places too.much emphasis on the question-of self in order
to buil~ a relationship with others. One must keep in mind that
Self is, as Bakhtin suggests, also 'dialogic and if ~:mewere to ..wait
to understand one's self fully before attempting to :reach across
to the- other, almost all inter-self .communication will haye to b~
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Dina Brydon's (1989) critique of the novel also focuses on the
competing ideologies of Calvary Hill. Commenting on tlie novel's
contradicto1y ideology of '½TI o' we is one," Brydon suggests the
following a~ explanation of the Yard's response to Pariag's overt
materialism:

The opinion-makers of the Yard, those who already possess a

higher economic status, see Pariag as a suitable scapegoat for
deflecting resentment away from themselves. As an Indian.from
the country in an Urban Creole Yard, Pariag is doubly an outsider. His bicycle further alienates him from the poorer folk in
the Yard, while it challenges the authority of those richer than
himself. (p. 325)

This is a brilliant exposition of Pariag's outsider status within the
Yard: it captures the conflicts initiated by his rural ba~kground,
his ethnicity, and his class specificity that threatens those "richer"
than him. This analysis, however, still does not answer one main
question: Why is Pariag so absolutely clueless in his negotiation .
of the Yard :subculture? Can his failure to succeed in the Yard
subculture simply be explained away under the general registers
·of.ethnic difference, urban-rurnl .divide, and a question of competing class interests? I think all .of these facJors impact Pariag's
negotiation of the Yarc:J,but his problems are compounded by his
sense of individualis!Il and his lack qf understanding of the cultural
economy of the yard. It is these aspects of Pariag's experience that
I will now discuss in detail.
I suggest that Pariag's negotiation of the Yard plays itself out
within two competing structures of social capital: The symbolic
and material. tn this exchange, -some characters do reach a certain understanding of each other, but only within the .symbolic
econo1ny of a material tragedy: loss of material and symbolic
capital or human suffering. The novel read with· such an emphasis
can become a much powerful pedagogical tool as compared to. a
reading refracted through ethnicity or carnival studies alone~
I am drawing here on Pierre Bourdieu's work on the specific-
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ity of a certain native field of existence and the functioning of}i
but must ~onstantly misread this material function ..Any attempt
sy~1bolic capital within such a field. Bourdieu (1990) explains the
..~tforcingthe field by a mater1.al display of economism will bring
possibility of entering such a field as follows:
;::;.the field to crisis and eliminate the misreading re.quired for it to
function. Hence, the biggest threat to thtdogic of a native field
The countless acts of recognition which are the sm~l change of
·is not material ·capital itself, for it for:t?Jspa~ of the logic of the
compliance inseparable from belonging to the field, and in which ·
field,·but any attempt at inserting the naked truth of capital in the
collective misrecognition is ceaselessly generated, an~ both the
·fu.nction.ing
of the field. Teny Eagleton'(1_991) explains this aspect
precondition and the-product of the functioning of the field.
They thus constitute investment in the ·collective ~nterprise of
pf th~ field quf te brilliantly:
creating symbolic capital, which can only be performed on tbe.
J, A field ... is a com~etitive system of social relations which funccondition that the logic· of the functioning ·of the field rem&ins ·
tions ac.cording to its own internal logic, composed of institumisrecognised. That is why one cannot enter.this magic circle by .
tions or individuals who are·competing for the same stake. What
an instantaneous decision of will, but only by birth or by a slow .
is generally at stake in such fi~lds is attainment of maximum
·proc~ss of co-optation and initiation which;is an equivalent to
:,1:,
~{•
them-a
dominance
which
allows
those
who
dpminance
within
· a second birth. (p. 68)
·
:..)~
.
.
.:f~
achieveit to confer legitimacy on other participants or withdraw_:-'.,,,~,
· .
it from them. To achieve such dominance involves amassing thb ·.~· · ·
The two important ·concepts to understand tpe functioning of ~ i{[,j
m~mum amount of the particulru.· kind of 'symbolic capital'
specific field are the symbolic capital and the id.ea of ~srecog- ...)~
appropriate to the field; and for such power to become legitinition. According to Bourdi~u, it is not the absence of material{!
mate it must cease to be recognized for what it is. A power that
capital that defines a nativ:e· field but rather the misreading of.
is ;acitly rather explicitly endorsed is one which has succeeded
such capital. Hence, in Bourdieu's (1999) words: "In an economy; ':J)l
·in l~gitimating itself. (p.157)
;t.
which is defined by the refµsal to recognize the 'objective' trtJth of
-,.:
:'.As
TerfyEagleton's explanation of the field suggestS,'a native field ;:.,
'economic' practjces ...teven 'economic' capital cmmot act unlessit.
~ ·'alsoha,s its own dominant class, and the dominance. 'of this class
succf?~~sin being recognized through a conyersion that can
rende(. :Jj·
·.}::dependson the misreading of the functi~~g of the symbolic capi-.
unrec9gnizable the true principle of its efficacy" (p. 118). Hence!
for Bourdieu, while the symbolic capital ~oes iiivblv~ economi~ ·\{I \: ·tal. It is.alsothis dominant group that controls entry into a native
/t··fjeld of existence. Certainly, the biggest threat to their interest.
exc1:iange, it must misread the e~.onomic exchange involved tq
afaois an. open reading of the economism of the field, which will
function as symbolic capital (p. 1_18).With ·sue~ an emphasis
force the :6,eld into a crisis forcing tlie elite to renegotiate their
hid1ng the functioning of economic/m.aterial. capital.within a native:..
.privilege.
·.
field, an outright display of material capital, _as it challenges th~__
;)f.
... -·: With a few exceptions, Calvary Hill Yard can be: treated as
very logic of the field's symbolic economy, can be construed as th~:
\u~h a ~ative field. Also obvious from Bourdieu's acco~t above is
greatest outrage. Bourdieu (1990) highlig\1ts this taboo aspect of )~l} \ ·;_
the symbolic capital in the anecdote
of the "Kabyle ma~on ... who-·~~
.··;'.i~ ·· the near impossibility of a forced :inup.ediate entry by an outsider
.
·.:.::
into a field of beliefs goyemed by the logic of its own symbolic
caused a scandal. .. by going home when the ~o.rk was finished:.:?,
:·:economy; especially if the outsider is unaware of the logic of the
without
eating the meill: traditionally given iri the mason's honour':. ·7f
.
.
-..
when a house is built and then demanding ... a bqnus.of200 francs'.~::; fieldin the first place. It is this aspect of the Calvary Hill culture
in lieu of the meal" (p. 114).
·
.
·\j
· that Pariag fails to comprehend. He moves into this urban ghetto
expecting to be accepted, to be given the gift of self· simply by
The field of symbolic capital, the:n, involves material capital .
· CaribbeanStudies
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entering it without realizing the implications of the v·erystructure,
.t-_ field of his· 9wn native conimunity. Loveiace informs us that he
f'.: had "always wanted to break out of the little village world" (p. 91)
the very ritua~s of the field itself. Hence, on the surface what seems
·simply a case of ethnic difference is pr9blematized by the interplay
~ but other tqan his persqnal dreams and desires, this feeling can
(orlack thereof) of two competing economies of recognition with
'tiJ.{'.alsobe attributed to his capacity to see the logic of his own native
t{ }: field transparently. Lovelace's suggests: "It seemed to Pariag that
no possible "bridge" between those standing at the opposing_poles
of this cultural transaction.
.
,i) ~ he had been too long in all this: too long in the village, too long
· It is Pariag's lived experience that accentuates ·his differe.n.ce
in the sugarcane, too long meek and silent before his uncle" (p.
fro~ the inhabitants of the· Yard. In chapter five, "The Specta·if/'.·:= 92).The uncle, Ramfochan, is the dominant figure in his native
field for:"he had become the fastest growing businessman in New
tor" Lovelace gives us Pariag's back-story. The chapter title itself
lands" (p. 92) which gave him the power to interfere in the lives of
hints at Pariag's outsider status within the Yard. Being a spectator,
still outside of its culturai logic·.What ·. t.i'.} all his relatives. It Pariag's revolt against this particular servitude
· Pariag is within the Yard b1.,1t
we learn in chapter five is that Pariag had left 'his: own int~gral · ~{t .. to his uncle and his .own desire to·be part of something bigger that
causes him to move to the city. Hence, by the time he enters the
· rural community to be a part of something bigger. His move to ,...
Cah;ary Hill Field, he is no longer a typical East-Indian farmer,
the city, therefore, is clearly. premised on universalist idea of /
-<but someone who has already· put his trust in the possibilities of
identity as opposed to its particularist drive. Lovelace· captures · ;.~;~~{f{
;' self definition through the gaze of the other.
Pariag's thoughts about his move to. the city in the following :·:··l·i( ...
· · ·.
The main problem, of course, is that the urban landscape that
moving passage:

tJ/(.
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The main reason he had come to the city to live was so that he
~e has entered does not have the capacity to meet his universal~:\:.:
t, 1st self-view: it is a native field with its own inherent logic. Pariag
could join up with the people, be part of something bigger than
~f,<·.. is not privy to the logic of this field. Pariag's failure, as I' stated
just New Lands sugar estate, be more than just a little country
~[ii: ::·.earlier, is caused by his excessive individualism and his lack of
Indian, cutting sugarcan'ein the day, cutting grass for the cattle
in the evening, and, on Sundays playin~ all fours in front of the
understanding of the Calvary .Hill field. Pariag's eventual failure
: ·... ri(~),
/ becomes explicitly clear from his early.attempts at negotiating the
. playground with Seenath, Bali and Ramjohn. (p. 91)
·In Linden Lewis's (i998) words: "Pariag is on a mission to prove \/l}
culture of Calvary Hill. He enters the field with his own idea of
selt11oodand uses the markers of the general material economy
his manhood in terms that are perhaps mori; ambitious than all::..}{.}
· · into the specific field of Calvary hilL It is his conflicting idea of ·
the other m·ale characters: a manhood .that could be recognized.-_~)/.¼t;}'.i;_
and accepted outside of its Indjan context'; (p. 177). As is obviou~i.\·.f~1.
)ji</.::·
self-a universal self-and hisreliance on a different economy
complicate his negotiafrom the passage cited above, Pariag's aim is not only to seek a new.·/:1:4f\\··of exchange:._material economy-that
tion of the Calvary Hill, which becomes quite evident in his.first
form of masculinity, but also to be a part of the larg~~Trinidadial)/. ·jf j:(> ...
urban landscape. His drive can also be read as an attempt at defy;:.. ,·"}
attempt at opening a conversatfon withAldrick. His first attempt
\ •J· ...
.(.....,~. . ..
ingthe rural East-In~ian stereotype. Pariag's move.into the urba{ :).:~l;it>
·at striking a conversation with Aldrick is couched within the logic
landscape is certairlly a fictionalize.ct version of the.larger Tdni-::.<{j
1~{f .of material exchange, which perplexes Aldrick, for· he lacks the
·dadian national divide: the place of the Indo-Trinidadian within:.vocabulary to respond to Pariag's ec·onomism. Here is how the
·tKt· conversation goes:
the urhan Trinidadian culture. Beside.s his fierce individualism, -:·~W,
his move is also prompted by his changed views of the symbolic
[Aldrkk] it was the fellar, Parry or Singh or something-he
C~ribbeaf!.
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never could. kremember
...
"d . h his name
.
sa.i wit out• VIgour.
•
• .
Aldr 1c

you?'
, •
I JUSt
. cooling
. out.
. . you want a cigarette. . . . .

Aldnckwas thinking to refuse. .
'I have a whole-pack,' the fellar sai?· (88)

.

The fi.rst verbal exchange between Pariag and Aldrick ·(Pariag's
.
.
.
.
first attempt at "giving himself verbal shape") even though he
•
.
•
had been living in the Yard for two years IS a good example of the
complexity of this situation. It is· an act of hailing coupled with a
b
.
p . d
. ~
.
material offering-cigarettes-ut srnce anag oes not ,onn au
integral part of the fi(?ld of symbolic capital of the hill, his attempt
.

is only tentative for he is attempting to force Iris way·in through a
••
'
•
•
sharing of material goods of which he has a "whole pack"·. Aldrick,
on he other hand, is only an enforcer and does not haVe enough
accumulated symbolic capital to grant Pariag access to the field of
.
.
Calvary Hill. Only Miss Cleothilda and Guy, having the requisite
symbolic capital within the community, can gra~t that access to
Pariag. Hence, Aldrick' s confusion at the tentative act of hailing
by Pariag is more complex than mere negotiation of ethnicity
and race: it is made compl@x by the two disparate economies of
exchange that separate them.
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· :.i·;:-,~;
..: /
a symbolic threat
to the ma·m power-w1e
· ld ers of the
, · field·
. · M1·ss
,ii:.···
.
, .,e
<; 1t'
· heavily
· · on encodin · and
'KC, Cleothilda
. . . and G ~Y-·At· 1e·1d t h at relies
· ;r.-l:.-: .d1sgwsmgthe capitalisticn 1·
f · fu .· ,
g the
..·:';
£-:.·:·
;.
.
a
'."'e
o
its
.
nCl.iomng
cannot
bear
· ·:,E>-·~· challenge.of such
·
It· 1st h e threat
:·t
t\:.:
·:
. an overt display
· of econo m1sm.
. ;.
to the very logic of the Yard's symbolic economy, the pr:esence of ·
1
'.-··
...
·
··
naked
truth
·1
l
h'
1
1
0f
. ·'1!J:,··
_c/lpl·a ' w ic prompts Miss Cleothilda and Guy
··; ,..,··
to look for o t
tO
d·
·
· .:·
P ions
era icate this threat. The purchase of the
•••, >;'.,·•..
:
bike accordmo-to Bo a· ' · ·· h thr
it JC·.. . ' .
"
ur ,eu s msig ts,
eatens the ve1y misread1
th
/
mg requJred ~o k:ep
e symbo!ic p ivileg6 of the elite, and hence
~ F ,;.. , forces the Hill elite to renegotiate thei·r pri'v'l
:} 'ii/.·,:
.,
1 ege.
.)/ \%:\,: h !dhe Hills re~ponse :an be_read unde_r two separate registers:
· · ···· · · t e 1 eals of the symbolic capital 0 f I
·t 1·
. ?1 ft, _;
.
·
a 1osp1 a 1ty culture and the
1
• • ... ,.
"
threat
of
d
b
T
} ..~\.:·· ';_ d
up~ar mo ity posed by Pariag to Miss Cleothilda
·· r,:,;· · · an Guy M1 Cl
th'ld
b
1
/ {t\ :i h d · . ss _eo . a uses oth these strategies to contain
t e amagmg eVJdence of upward inobility posed by Pariag's
·:;, I;!].•,... ·
purchase· She expresses hero
I
·
··
't if
~ d . · . .
·
wn c ass arnoety rn the name of the
af commuruty:
· ~'."~;: ::
'If you had ';"ore money, you buy more food; and if is a holiday
··j itJ{;._-; ~o~ b~y drinks fo~ your friends, an~ eve1ybody sit down and .
11
·.-.':';;.:·,
nnk out, and if tomorrow you am't have none, yoi, know
everybodydone had a good time (p. 117)
.

j Z,:\..
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. .-}:
.,...:·
,· .·: field to c11s1s.Miss Cleothilda cannot ob1iect
t p anag
· ·, s purchase
g
-# :·•:
J
\f: ~t:
of view·• she m ust posit· 1t
. as an affront
·:,~,
/J!.::· onlyfrom her personal point
.

\1'ff?

j/
J' '}/:.

p"':i~g's ~econd attempt at fo~cing h~ ~~y into coi:nmunal .
1~\;: , Miss Cleot~da
is em~hasiz~g the "equalness of everybody" (ll ?)
recogmt10n 1s also through matenal acqms1tion and _brmgs the . ->'.t~(/. th~~to her 1s the ~am attnbut~ of the Yard community. Man
community to a level of crisis. When Pariag buys his greeti bike,
enhes read this as a life of non-possession opposed to a drive t~
he thinks that would be noticed by the c_01~muuityand wo~d 'f;}(;} , possess. But certainly, the Yard ~mmunity is not really equal:
11?nlYh~s th.e appearance of berng equal. Thus, even thouoh
0
become a vehicle of lateral movement w1tlun t~e commumty. ,-)J
:-~~(\.
In ·}~
.(t .· Miss Cleothilda .lives in the nicest house in the Yard a n d d oes
Linden Lewis (1998) reads it as. an act of claiming masculinity.
.
. d· ·,-r···
his words Pariag _''suggests that his impaired m~sculinity could be · }~ ;t~;/.
-Hot· appear to want any material things, she must posit a sense
overco~e by the acq~isition of so~e ~bject which has _the capacity.·
of com.muna! "equalness" to keep the economic hierarchy of the
to confer male st~tus (p. 179). Panag s act, I suggest, 1smore than ·}t: ..ff{·,:. Yard hidden l11order for the Yard's symbolic econom t f
·
.
.
I . h.
· 1· . I .
h
. d t ···)}.·~-.... P . '
h
,
y o unct1011.
:~ , ::,.,,
.
, .
, 18
s an expression
··Just a desire to rec mm 1smascu m1ty. t 1s,rat er, an act a1me a ,_c'.;1]
({/·
anag
s
pure
ase
of
the
bike
therefore
not
J·u
t
.
.
·
obtaining recognition of his very humanity, his existence, from the }j J;:r· of accumulative economy but also a signifier of u
d
b" . ·
·1
d
· h" th
b 1·
f h "\?; d ....
,..,· I.,··. th 'f
·
pwar mo ihty
c~vary ~il Yar . But wit m e sym o ,_ce~onomy o t e ,ar , j it'.'. . at,.1 em.u~ated.by others, could bring the hidden workin of the
O
to that of Bourdieu
tlus act ts synonymous
.
.
· s mason. .The mere
presence of the bike, that an East-Indian had bought 1t becomes
CaribbeanStudies
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Everybody grew silent. They watched Pariag carry-push the
bicycle, and in that moment they felt themselves closer to him
than t~ey ever had. It was suddenly as if he had become alive, a
person t9 them; and that moment, which was sacred, for it joined
people together to a sense of their humanness and beauty, they
would remember and reyal~ long after. (P.155)

i25

to the collective culture of the Yard.
·
(p. 153). .Pariag's loss has a two-pronged affect: it tampers his
Of cours.e there is a flaw in this indictment.of Pariag, for he. _.-:·~i
. desire to be recognized by the Yard and it also makes the inhabmust be judged acco,rding to the logic of Calvary Hill community. .'.JI
itants' of the Yard aware that they 'had deeply transgressed the
The Yard has not accepted him, but must judge him a~an insider, )}.
:..- boundaries of their own field's level of decency. Pariag and his
for if he is outside the logic of the field then he cannot be held ,·); :·
...·i:destroyed bike become the symbols of the community's recogniaccom;1.table. Miss Cl~othilda does have the' symbolic capital to ·
::,.,·': tion of Pariag's humanity:
grant or deny. access to Pariag, and she ·alsosees him as a threat ·
so she must _couch her opinions iri. the best interest_ of the. _co~munity .itself. }Ience, it becomes Aldrick's responsibility to take )}J
care of the pFobletn:
)i'.
The_Yard had ·already chosen him. to as_the one. to defend it
. ~gain.st th~. Indian; for it was he, more than Guy or Philo, who
most faithfully 'upheld that living, that code; who, indeed, lived

)&

Ji

\:,f

:r.·

he?/J

an

f

is

a

.. ; In the end some understanding-the
least amount possiblethe reality ·of non-possession as a way of .life that Pariag .in
::\~
, :~occurs though an act of loss and an act of painful birth. In the
acquiring the bicycle was now violating. (p. _119~···
.
cas~ of Pariag, he receives the gift of recognition from the comBut this also starts Aldrick's own dilemma, for being the enforcer _:·,it :~munity when he walks along the busy street with his destroyed
·t>
he must do ·something, but it is at this moment of crisis when
·,::;
··.bike.Something changes with the cultural economy of the Hill: he
looks .at the legitimacy of t~e dominant pow~r itself t~~ough class_:
·/;·:_becomesa partial part of it through material .loss. Even Fisheye
. consc10usness, hence. putting the very I0g1_cof the field under ,:Ji
....
'..
tellshis lieutenant not to bother him. Bourdieu (1990) suggests
. _threat Here is how he, talks about the whole incident to Philo: ..\~
._.·
that one can enter a native field "only by birth or by a slow process
.
. . ~·:/:t~~
co-optation and initiation which
an equivalent to second
.Guy and Cleothilda trying to protect what they own ..... I not
··.·,,,&j
arse, you know. I know they don't own Trinidad and Tobago, but . ·:.t?J
.birth'' (p. 68). The 'destruction of the bike, then, becomes a first ·
the little they have they frighten the Indian come and.give.tb,em .,...:ttl~
step toward Pariag's new birth as an accepted member of the Yard
. competition. The rest of us ain't t~eatening· them at all. (1Z5) ,~..-·,/;:~
communfry, {or it takes away the very material signifier that was
,.
.
. '-"<)l'
seen as an affront to the logic of the Calvary Hill field. But this
This is the beginning of Aldrick's own awakening and this-/{'
awakening also threatens the very 'iogic of the Calvary Hill field,·~s~, ··.recognition comes a bit to9 late, for the people of the Yard had ·
"recognized him just at that moment when he was drawing away"
for ·as Bourdie~1 suggests, the power that a~umulates the symbolic:jj
(Lovelac.e:155). One could constr\Ie from this .that a mutually
capital only becomes legitimate wheff'it is un-noticed and follo~s}fll
·.recogniz~ble loss and pain can function as a stepping-stone for
its own logic; hence, when _the functioning of symbolic powerAi{;:'
revealed, it inust either relegitimate itself or give way to another;5
someone to enter the invisible boundaries of a native.field.SympaeJp..ergent order. Thus, Aldrick refuses to do anything about the:}
l:rthy during the times of loss and pain also smoothens the interclass
bike. The bike is ultimately destroyed at night; and· seeing 1iis
:::
andinterethnic exchanges. Hence, when Dolly gets pregnant Miss
C!eothilda "led the line of women to the room in which the young
destroyed·bike Pariag addresses the. Yard: "You mash it up, eh!}~,Ji {?'

--··-

- •.

f.

<i,r,-

"-}l''.

Ain't. it niash up! Whaf you looking, at now? What you looking:Jfi :·)'couple lived, and made the greatest fuss over_the girl" (p. 163) .
JJ, \: It is after one of these visits that Miss Cleothilda makes the most

l
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inclusive prpnouncements: ''All o' we is one: We have the same ;'
·,t)Jpar.ameters _ofthe narrative progress ofthe· novel this attempt at
pains-Indian,
Chinese, black, dch, poor. All o' we.is one; All ofJ~i
int~retlmic negotiation fails, but is it~ total failure? I think that
(tan
·.;:,!)'.
us have to live here on this island'' .(p._163).· · .·
.
·
.:
\:·: ·Pariag'sinteraction with the Yard; though a strategic failure, also
This pronouncement can also be read as the .novel's attempt);
....
//
signifies
certain
possibilities of future mutual recogni_tion. This
.
.
.
..··,J~.~
to posit a specific view of the 1Iinidadian nation-state. TJ}e islandJ?f: .;: _..recognition·
is· primarily based on the capacity for both sides to
nation's two leading 'ethnic communities carmot just pretend to.
r:-:.render the logic of their own field transparent in order to create
~xist in their ow:n insular fields, relying on. their own p~rticular
~d broader lateral alliance. The final encounter between
:· ·a1arg_er
legitimating historical mythologies to. exclude the· other. The,.;ll ....
tariag_and Aldrick can, therefore, be read as a new-possibility.
nation is articulated thus through what Ernest Ren.an (1990) calls··.41
.
·
·
·
'Toward
t4e end of the novei, -Lovelace stages this failed
.
.
.)~.
a precedence of "having suffered together". (p. 19); In fact, accord-:::.~i ( ··.=-.·~ucounter
for us. Aldrick, while walking by Pariag's shop, hesitates
·ing to Renan (1990): "Where na.tional memories ~re concern.ed,Ji
t\
fora moment, as if thinking of coming in. It.is in this hesitant gesgrief~ are of more value than tnumphs, for they Jp1pose duties, :;}!
~l~rethat one must place a hope for a future. For Partag:. "What
and ·req:uire a common effort" (p. 19). A common accounting)}
r~:"worried
him was not .that. Aldrick had. moved on,
but that Aidrick
·1
,:.,·.
.
.
of mutual .suffering~ of various Trinidadian
coinmunities should•,,;.,,J'li
·:1({ [;:/J1~d
paused ... This meant that for a moment at least Aldrick had
.
therefore function as a strategy for mobilizing a more inclusiv(~i
"-.::~ons.idered
entering it." (p. 220). In this ~ncounter, they both feel
.
.
:J·;,,·
1
nation, something that Renan calls a '_'large-scale solidarity'.' (p..·;;?
·::.?-certain
hesitance, a certain desire to reach across and relate at ·
19). Read. with these insights, The Dragon Can't Dance becomes
· ·acertain level beyond the economy of Calvary Ifill. It is probably
an ideal pedagogical tool for teaching and discussing the· past, t9,e
;:(because the power of the field on both of them has weakened and
present, and the future _possibilities of the Trinidadian nation. \Jj
, .tqey
have moved away from the ve1y logic of th~ Calvary Hilt Even
~ovelace st~ges thi~ possibility th~ough the final .encounter
th_ough
this again is a failed c.onversati<?n, it does promise some
.-Aldnck and J;>anag.We know that Panag had moved rnto tJwYard:{:?i ( p9ssible change in the future, for the field has altered, for better
. with a universal1st view of identity. When his wife Dolly points o~t
:\ ~d for worse, and so must the ones who live in it. For Pariag this
the obvious difference, ')'ou· don't see that you is Indian and theyis}fl '.;/change occurred during his last days in the Yard and by recognizCreo:le," (p.13) he replies; "Th~y don't kn,ow me. They don'tknow.:Jf
;:_..:-j1ig
the possibilities o'r self-actualization present within his··very
the kind of man I is" (103 ), which he later reinforces by saying{
J'.·.home,from Dolly. Dolly had always been there to give him this
"they is people, girl, and we is people to them, even though th~Y:)
:·;'.giflof self,. which he eventually recognizes .. So, in a certain way
is Creole and we is Indian" (p. 103). This entire exchange rests ~11;
>:p~riag'spath to selfhood finds the very logical path to self-hood, ·
the assumption that if the inhabitants of C~lvaiy Hill could krn;>W:···
\thr:oughfamily and kinship as he looks at Dolly and says '.'We have
the re3:l him, they would treat him differently. This recogniqon,.
)o.sta.rt
to
live, Dolly, you and me" (p. 226). Aldrick, on the other
occurs after his bike is destroyed, bu~ by then it is already too fo..ie.;
::,
..·hand,hc;1s
just returned home form a stint in jail consequent to a
T~e most important aspect of Pariag's negotiation of the Yard)s~
;)qtched attempt at a popular revolution with Fisheye and others .
that he had come to the Yard after having aqandoned the exclu~iv~J
.''·;P~.ldrick,
who had already become self-reflexive while living in the
views of his own native field. A communication can occur with tµe ,
\::Yardby observing. how power functioned in the Yard,. how Guy
inhabitant~ of the Yard only if they too can reach this liminal space.:
·.,·gotthe girls and Miss Cleothild~ used her power of exclusion,
beyond the logic of their own field of existence. Thus, within th~,;
·(·-.comes
to see his own way of life differently. In one. conversation
: ,-!'
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with Fisheye in the prison library he declares:
Evert with guns in·we hand, even with power, we was looking

to somebody else to make a decision .... Even 'Yhen we have
.. power, when we have guns. Is like we ain't have no self. I mean,
we. have a self but the self we have is for somebody else. Is like
when we acting we ain't the actor. (p. 202)

'WE IS ALL PEOPLE
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acter througp. class and through his negotiation of the symbolic
field of Calvary Hill, the novel becomes a better pedagogical tool
to teach cultural difference in a context beyond race and ethnicity.
Just as the lack of knowledge of the field of Calvary Hill makes
·Pariag's negotiation of it a painful experience, so can it happen
in the lived experience~ of the.people in the real world, a world in
which tragedies are real, losses just as painful as the ones in the
novel, but where we do not ba.ve the luxury of resolving human
problems through the flourish of a writer's pen.
Hence, read differently Lovelace's novel can take us beyond
the politics of representation, and within the. context of American
studies it can be a great tool in teaching what Robert Young calls
the act of looking at the "picture from the other side" (9). Such a
reading does not only open .new pathways toward teaching cultural
and class differences, but it also transforms the text from a site of
arrival to a point of departure.
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So Aldrick has learned that life is more complicated than playing
the dragon and that even an individualistic reliance on self alone is
caught up in the larger power structures. It is this knowledge of the
se1f,I suggest, that grants him the vision to see beyond the immediate dictates of thy Calvary Hill field, and it is in this awareness tbat
one could place the hope for a future coIIlllJ,unicationbetween him
'and Pad11g..Within the larger context of Trinidadian nation, ~hen, ·
Pariag arid Aldrick can only "speak" tq each other if they know .
themselves and have the capacity to see beyond the larger power
structures of their own particular fields of existence.
One ~portant aspects of Benedict Ander~on's (1993) theorization of the nation as imagined community involves·.the reading
of the nation within a novelistic rendition of reality. What kind of
a nation do we encounter inI the pages of .The Dragon Can't Dance?
.
Using the novel as a pedagogical tool, we can go beyond the simple
politics of representatio~ and read the novel as an articulation of
the major ethnic divide of the Trinidadian nation-state. We ·m1.1st
not make the mlstake of generalizing Pariag's plight: he i~ not
an emblem of the Indo-Trinidadian minority group, for we know
that the Indo-Trinidadians are not really a min~)fity in llinida·d.
Pariag stages for us the possibilities of a common future for the
two major political communities of Trinidad: the African and tbe
Indo-n-~nidadian. What we learn in the process of readin,g the
novel is that any such possibility will depend upon the mutual
. capacity of both these communities to see beyond the logic of their
own particularities by mobilizing more inclusive ·pas~mythologies
and by imagining a common future.
On the whole it may be quite useful to study the novel within
its own context of Carnival Studies, but by ·studying Pariag's char-
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